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Overview
• Workshop Expectations
• Opening Writing Activity 
• Brief Introduction 
• Activity: Connecting Theory and Practice
• ePortfolios at Auburn
• Activity: Analyzing an ePortfolio
• Closing: Challenges, Resources, and Support



Expectations for Engagement
• Recognize that developing discussing teaching and 

learning can be an emotional and vulnerable process
• Feel free to ask questions and share comments 

throughout the presentation 
• Please participate in the activities by completing 

activities, working in groups, and sharing your 
responses

Please take a moment to ask a question or add to our 
expectations.



Activity: Independent Writing (3 minutes)

Let’s not think about COVID as an interruption where we can all look 
forward to “going back to normal.” Instead, let’s embrace COVID as 
a disruption: 

• What do we now have an opportunity to do differently in higher 
ed learning?

• What will be different at your institution? 
• What will be different in your departments/programs?
• What will be different in the classes that you teach?



What Have We 
Learned about 

Education 
from COVID?



Grounding in Theory/Research



Wenger’s (2009) Composition of Learning

Learning as 
Experience

(Meaning 
Making)

Learning as 
Doing (Practice)

Learning as 
Belonging 

(Community)

Learning as 
Becoming 
(Identity)



Lifelong Learning for Adult Learners
Informed by Kellenberg, Schmidt, and Werner’s (2017) overview:
• Self-determined, based on perceived interest, novelty, challenge, 
and relevance or value

• Metacognitive, builds on foundation of life experiences and 
knowledge

• Reflective, with potential to learn about the world and transfer 
learning to new contexts and situations 

• Goal-oriented, with learners finding value in choice and flexibility



Eight Key Features of HIPs



Activity: Making Connections (5 minutes)

Using the table on the worksheet, identify three theories, concepts, or 
ideas that are most relevant to your institution, program, and students.

Theory/Concept/Idea What Does It Look Like in Practice?
  

  



Defining ePortfolios



What are ePortfolios?
Websites “for accumulating and presenting evidence of 
authentic student accomplishment ...requires meaningful 
student reflection and deepens learning while making 
achievement visible—to students themselves, to their 
peers and faculty, and to external audiences”

Kuh, George, Ken O’Donnell, & Carol Geary Schneider. (2017). HIPs at Ten. Change: The Magazine of Higher Learning. 45.9, p. 10.



Catalyst for Learning Framework

C2l.mcnrc.org/framework/ 



Purposes of ePortfolios
• Showcase/Career ePortfolios: Externally facing beyond 
course to potential employers

• Assessment ePortfolios: Repository of artifacts tied to 
institutional or programmatic learning outcomes

• Learning ePortfolios: A digital space for constructing and 
practicing knowledge through reflection



Auburn’s ePortfolio Project
• Began in 2010 and became our QEP in 2012
• Focused around a key vocabulary of learning 
outcomes:

• Critical Thinking through Reflection
• Effective Communication
• Technical Competency
• Visual Literacy

• Departments were encouraged to adapt these 
outcomes to their disciplinary/professional 
standards for communication



Example ePortfolio



ePortfolios as 
a Meta-HIP

ePortfolios

Study Abroad

Student 
Employment & 

Work-Based 
Learning

Learning 
Communities

Undergraduate 
Research

• Learner Identity
• Artifacts
• Reflection
• Effectively communicate 

high-impact experiences to 
external audiences



Activity: Exploring a Sample ePortfolio 
(10 minutes)

• Choose an ePortfolio from the AU Gallery to explore and 
complete the Examining ePortfolio Samples worksheet.

http://auburn.edu/academic/provost/university-writing/eportfolio-project/
https://auburn.box.com/s/a09rhyc8w95550r9u1vy9hnhfxpqshl4


Discussion
• What did you see in the example that was interesting or exciting 
for teachers and students at your institution?

• What challenges would introducing ePortfolios create for faculty 
and student support?

• How could ePortfolios deepen or integrate learning for your 
students?



Challenges, Resources, & 
Support



Faculty Fears
• Learning the Technology
• Assessing ePortfolios (in courses and programmatically)
• Doing ePortfolios “in addition to everything else”



Learning the Technology
• What are our goals in teaching with 
technologies?

• Not to have every answer
• To model and teach students how to be 

critical learners and users of new 
technologies

• Identify pre-existing resources
• Lean into group problem solving



Assessing ePortfolios
• Make evaluation criteria transparent. When 
possible, include students in the creation of 
evaluation criteria

• Help students practice applying evaluation 
criteria during self-assessment and peer 
review

• Evaluate the process (reflection, revision, 
identity formation) in addition to the product

• Don’t assess what you don’t teach



ePortfolios as Essential, Not Extra
• ePortfolios are not something that is shoved 
at the end of the course

• Embed ePortfolios throughout your courses 
and programs so that they serve a 
meaningful role in how students 
communicate learning

• Fold low-stakes ePortfolio activities into 
existing assignments



ePortfolio Resources
• University Writing’s OER: ePortfolio worksheets and handouts 
that can be immediately adapted and used in a variety of 
courses and contexts

• AAEEBL Resources: Includes ePortfolio research and practice 
to help you think through wicked ePortfolio problems (e.g., 
Digital Ethics)

• HIPs in the States: A professional community focused on 
delivering and assessing HIPs, including ePortfolios

http://www.auburn.edu/academic/provost/university-writing/resources/?tag=Electronic%20Portfolio
https://aaeebl.org/resources/
https://assessmentinstitute.iupui.edu/program/HIPs_in_the_States.html
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